PLUM PUDDING: EVER THE MORE DEMANDING OF MY TEENAGE OBSESSIONS (The Gregories Book 1)

Orphaned 13 year old Danny Preston is fostered by his wicked aunt Bella, the alcoholic
landlady of the failing village pub, the Lost & Found. Bella is only interested in the monthly
fostering fee she receives from the local authority, and the boys trust fund which has been
handsomely furnished by insurances. Otherwise the boy is an intense irritation to her and she
makes him do menial chores around the pub to cover his board. Danny finds and escape from
the pub. Climbing down the old wisteria from his first floor window he can access the village.
Here he spies the fabulously aloof Victoria Poulting, alias Plum Pudding, riding through the
village on her spritely palomino pony. Plum seeds a world of fantasy in the boy which helps
him cope with the difficult times. Bella does not bother to provide meals for the boy: they live
in a pub and she leaves him to live on the crisps and snacks he can find behind the bar. As long
as his chores are done he can survive as he will. Seeing the problem old Pete, the retired game
keeper, decides to mentor the boy. He gives the boy an escape into the countryside where he
learns to fish and to shoot. Soon he is using the pubs neglected kitchen to create meals from
the days bag. He develops a keen interest in cheffing which is fuelled by the myriad of
cooking shows on TV. This is a teenage romance with the nostalgic backdrop of English
country life. As Danny is developing as a sportsman and a chef he is still having to contend
with his aunts attempts to extort monies from his inheritance, he social workers abhorrence of
field sports and a brute of a bully at school. He is also subjected to a regular tirade of barroom
banter much of which is polemic and far from politically correct. Having little guidance as to
the propriety of such attitudes and opinions he assumes that, as they are adult in origin, they
must have authority. This leaves him vulnerable to making faux pas both at school and in
society. This is steeped in satire reflecting a society that would force everybody to conform to
one persuasion whilst making it illegal to discriminate against diversity. Still behind the
challenge of Dannys situation an endearing history develops whilst plots and counter plots are
a constant threat to the boys fragile world. Danny finally faces his major potentially life
changing challenge. The vicar has said that he will pray for a solution, but can that ever be
enough; and can Danny ever hope to achieve the level of social standing necessary for him to
be realistically considered as a suitor for the enigmatic Plum? This work is structured on
powerful themes: a teenage romance set against adversity; endearing memoirs of a countryman
with a venture into the intense world of celebrity cheffing. Visit thehogroastservice.co.uk to
establish the writers authority in these fields.
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